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Credit and Spreads 

Global credit was weaker in February, with Australia outperforming: 

Credit Indices 28 Feb 18 31 Jan 18 28 Feb 17 

iTraxx Australia 5 Yr CDS 59bp 57bp 84bp 

iTraxx European 5 Yr CDS 52bp 44bp 73bp 

CDX IG North American 5 Yr CDS 56bp 47bp 62bp 

CDX HY North American 5 Yr CDS 334bp 301bp 316bp 

Bank FRNs were generally weaker across the board (term, rating, seniority), with only 

small movements for both major banks and “crossover” FRNs.  

FRN spreads have been relatively stable, while deposit margins have contracted – they may 

now be wide enough to place a floor under future deposit spreads.  

Basel III sub debt traded stronger, despite negative sentiment in markets overall.  

 

Despite stockmarket oscillations, senior debt was only marginally wider – as much due to 

issuance as to sentiment. Sub-debt actually firmed.  

High yield bond spreads are flat over a year, having widened from +325bp at the start of 

the month to +347bp (BoA Merrill Lynch HY Index, option-adjusted).  
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Bonds and Interest Rate Outlook 

From the Brexit panic low point, US 10-year yields had traded higher by 1½% - more than 

doubling. While the absolute level in line with the long-term trading range, the speed of the 

sell-off caused panic to spread to other markets.  

Yields did not recover even during the subsequent sharp stockmarket correction. The 

usual “flight to safety” did not occur. Instead, bonds continued to weaken. Intra-month, a 

high of 2.95% was reached. By month end, US yields were 15bp higher at 2.87%.  

Australian 10-year yields were flat, closing 1bp lower to 2.81%.  

We have gone decades between Australian bonds trading inside US yields, which occurred 

at various points in the month.  

This rare market divergence reflects the policy divergence. While there is tacit recognition 

that local interest rates will rise, there has been no specific guidance on timing. CPI and 

wages are muted. By contrast, the US has tightened 7 times and it guiding 3-4 lots of 25bp in 

2018 – the Fed’s concern is that inflation may be rising through their upper limit.  

 

The US is also experiencing fiscal stimulus, where Australia is still in the post-stimulus 

hangover of long-term tightening.  

US Q4 GDP was revised to at 2.5% p.a., with 3%+ widely expected for Q1. Trend growth is 

similar in both countries, but the US on a rising trajectory. The economic cycle is very late 

stage, and the current US stimulus is a major experiment on whether inflation really is 

dead post-GFC. 
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Bill futures suggested a slight delay in rate normalisation – more responsive to US 

conditions than even US markets! There was also a hint of milder Chinese growth in the 

emerging data since the National Congress: 

 

Futures contracts consider a rate hike more likely than not by 3Q18, but it is not fully 

factored in until early-2019. From there, a third is expected by mid-2019:   
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Term Deposits 

Across the short-end of the curve, wholesale deposit margins were relatively tight: 

  

Spreads compressed dramatically at the longer end - down ~30bp within weeks, as banks 

absorbed rising bond yields with static deposit rates: 
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Major Bank Bonds and FRNs 

Investment-grade credit pulled back as stockmarkets fell, but the spread widening was no 

worse than the unnoticed mid-November event. The longer-term trends remain entirely 

intact: 

 

Major bank spreads also marginally widened – as much due to the impact of new issues as 

to sentiment. Hybrids were well received.  

 

With FRNs wider and deposits far tighter, FRNs look very attractive on a relative basis.  
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Repeating our previous detailed modelling: In this analysis we use a hurdle of BBSW+80bp, 

based notionally on the margins that can be achieved from 1 year T/Ds: 

 

[The top line is simply a “hold to maturity” scenario, i.e. a sale with 0 years remaining, and 

therefore simply shows the running yield.] 

A rolling FRN strategy offers better than T/D margins again, even without going to lower 

credits. Major banks will likely issue around +85, targeting +110 on a 2-year view; this is 

now 30-35bp better than 2-year deposit margins.  

The Breakeven measure examines how much widening can be supported and still break 

even to benchmark in 12 months.  

For example, a 5-year security purchased at +79bp could be marked 38% wider than 

today’s 4-year (at +100bp, vs the current +72bp for a 4-year security) in a year’s time, with 

the excess income offset by -79bp of capital loss.  

We note that an actual new issue rather than on-market purchase would be at +85bp, 

providing an extra 30bp of capital value buffer. 

.    
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Domestic ‘Crossover’ Rated Banks 

Previously described as the A- banks, this is now the Bendigo / BoQ pair that has “split” 

ratings (A range at Moody’s, and BBB range at S&P). The Moody’s downgrades of June do 

not affect this classification.  

Yields are lower for all terms, tightening an average of 8bp. A spread to major banks of high-

20’s across the board is historically quite tight.  

Increasingly, securities are borderline saleable as much as 2 years out – relevant to 

investors either facing BBB Policy issues, OR seeking to free additional capacity for new 

placements. However, for the accrual to be below deposit rates, it is really just the early 

2019s that should clearly be rotated out.  

 

The overall higher level of the credit curve creates the potential for returns significantly 

above the +95bp area that could be realistically targeted with deposits, or the +110bp 

potential from major bank FRNs. The two year outlook (ignoring new issue premium and 

trading costs) is for up to +125bp. The yield uplift is relatively similar whether on a buy-and-

hold basis, or explicitly seeking trading.  
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Breakeven levels show comparable resilience against spread widening as the AA banks 

this month. The premium to AA range historically low (post-GFC) and normally-shaped: 
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Other Banks – Senior 

Bank of China’s 2019 tightened -1bp to +79bp; the April 2022s have firmed in line with their 

shortening term (now 4½ years) and trade at +107bp (also -1bp tighter in the month). 

Chinese banks shrugged off weakness in global markets, and suggestions of economic 

slowdown.  

Credit Suisse’s most recent issued notes have continued to trade well. They traded flat at 

+74bp, or around $103.48 clean. 2018’s and even 2020’s are now very saleable, at +34bp 

and +60bp respectively. These now trade as Australian majors – somewhat paradoxically 

given ongoing trading losses from the European banks.  

A further issue was flagged, but investors should note that it is from the parent company 

Credit Suisse Group, not the bank with the ADI licence.  

Deutsche Bank returned to the Australian market, ahead of announcing the spinoff of its 

valuable asset management division.  

Sub Debt 

Spreads remain very low, notably at the short end – Basel II debt trades at deposit margins: 
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The market is implying minimal risk of non-call.  

We are sellers of both older and newer sub-debt, which are comparable to some T/D 

margins or less. It does not feel that investors are adequately rewarded for owning what is 

explicitly a “bail in” instrument intended to be lost in a crisis.  

The recent 0% recovery in Spain and Italy even on sub-debt implies that sub-debt may in 

practice be bailed in during the same events as hybrids Sub-debt trades around 60% tighter. 

Long sub debt at +130bp contrasts with hybrids at +300bp or more for comparable 

durations. 

Major banks have repeatedly affirmed strongly that they intend to call securities at the 

first opportunity unless explicitly prohibited by regulators. They believe the reputational 

risk of not calling would result in significant upheaval from investors.  

WBCHA was called on schedule last year, leaving WBCHB as the legacy listed sub-debt. It 

finished at +141bp for the month, 3bp wider than January 2018:  

  

 

 

 

 

Disclaimer  

The information provided in this document is meant for the general interests of clients of CPG Research & 

Advisory only and does not constitute a recommendation or an offer to invest. This document does not take 

into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular investor. Before 

making an investment decision or acting on any of the information or recommendations contained in this 

report, the investor should consider whether such recommendation is appropriate given the investor’s 

particular investment needs, objectives and financial circumstances. We recommend you consult your CPG 

Research & Advisory advisor for advice that addresses your specific needs and situation before making 

investment decisions. All information and recommendations expressed herein constitute judgements as of the 

date of this report and may change without notice. It utilises third party information – while we make every 

effort to validate it, we do not guarantee its accuracy. Staff or associates may have direct or indirect positions 

in the securities mentioned, which can change without notice.  


